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If you are looking for the perfect accommodation in a relaxing
natural environment, Nande Hotel is what you have been looking
for. Rest, unwind from the bustle of the city, enjoy outdoor
activities in contact with nature, or explore through flavors the
gastronomy that As Neves and the area has to offer.
 
• ROOMS:  The hotel offers 9 standard rooms, 2 superior ones,
and 1 suite. All the rooms are named by the varieties from Rias
Baixas D.O. and they are different from each other, they all have a
unique and original story that you will discover.
• RESTAURANT: Horta e Viño Restaurant offers a seasonal menu
with locally-grown fresh products of Galician gastronomy.
• HORTA (ECO-GARDEN): Thanks to the natural environment that
surrounds the hotel,  they are able to grow all kinds of seasonal
healthy products, from tomatoes to beets, green peppers, red
peppers, canons, lettuce, chard, raspberries, blueberries... These
are the main ingredients used in the restaurant's dishes. High-
quality Galician products cultivated in a carefully maintained
garden with great care so the products will have the best condition.
Besides, guests can take part in the process by helping and picking
up vegetables and fruits from the eco-garden that the chef will
afterward prepare for their dishes.
• POOL: Here you will be able to relax in a saltwater pool.
• BIKE RENTAL: You can rent a bike to get lost in the nature riding
thru the woods, by just asking at the reception.
• WIFI: You can be connected 24 hours a day using the wifi of the
whole resort.
• SPA: In construction, soon to be open!

 
General Overview
 

Country: Spain
 

Region: Galicia
 

City: As Neves
 

Style: Wine Country Eco Hotel

 Type: Country Hotel
 

Theme: Wine Country & Nature Stays
 

Class: 4 Star
 

Price from: €
 

 
Description

A Restored Old Stone House surrounded by Peaceful
Nature
Looking for a different alternative rather than a city stay?  Forget about time and let nature decide
on your daily agenda! At the Eco hotel Señorío de Nande da Naturaleza we want you to slow
down and take advantage of the natural environment surrounded by lustful forests, an area of 4
hectares of greenery. The hotel was built on the property of an ancient stone house, fully-
restored thinking in its surroundings and sustainable and responsible tourism.  A perfect option to
unwind in a and just soak in the local atmosphere.

Wander around the woodland, get lost along the wine country roads, learn about the local
vegetation, slow travel and slow food are a way of life here. For active travellers there is so much
to offer like; cycling, hiking and even horse-riding riding. For wine lovers, there are numerous
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wineries in the region that you could visit in this Condado de Tea sub-zone of the D.O. Rias
Baixas. In fact, the owner of the hotel has a winery right next to the hotel, a must when staying
here to take a tasting tour of their winery!

Unforgettable Gastronomic Experiences: Farm to Table with a local chef,
Wine-tasting with wine-makers...

Savour delicious menus elaborated by Chef Fran Sotelino with locally grown products of the
Galician gastronomy in Horta e Viño Restaurant. All vegetables, legumes, fruits, etc... are
cultivated in the Eco-garden of the hotel, a base of the secret ingredients of the dishes. Taste
fresh products such as line-caught hake from Celeiro, Galician beef, Arzúa-Ulloa D.O. cheeses,
Requeixo from As Neves paired with delicious honey, and many others gastronomic
delights waiting for you to discover.

 
Rooms

Nande Hotel da Natureza offers 9 standard rooms, 2 superior ones and 1 suite. All the rooms are
named by the varieties from Rias Baixas D.O and they are different from each other, they all have
a unique and original story that you will discover. 

LOUREIRA BRANCA: The most illuminated rooms of the hotel.
GODELLO: A modern stylish room  with 2 beds and a big window to admire the beautiful
views and the sunset
SOUSÓN: A very special room that consists of a "parladoiro": a window with two stone
benches to spend time looking at the breathtaking landscape. Pets are allowed.
MENCÍA: In this room, you will have the opportunity to relax and take a break in a restored
stone house with a double bed. Pets are allowed
PEDRAL: A room with stone walls that tell guests different stories, a double bed, and
astonishing views of a wonderful castle, what else are you looking for?
BRANCELLAO: Captivating elegance and rustic touch, this room was restored with the best
care and a double bed.
CAIÑO: Besides the design and comfort, this double room offers a unique charm where the
original wood has been conserved.
ESPADEIRO: A room situated on the second floor of the main building and designed for
those travelers who are traveling on their own and looking for a comfortable place to stay
during the night.
TREIXADURA: A double room with a private patio and a Jacuzzi. 
ALBARIÑO: Double room with clean modern lines, a private patio with a Jacuzzi. Adapted for
disabled people.
SUITE LOUREIRA TINTA: Probably the best option if you are traveling with your family or a
group of friends, this family suite is located within the main building and has two different
environments: an independent lounge with a comfortable sofa-bed and a large room with a
bath.

 
Gastronomy and what to do
As Neves is a small village located in the Rias Baixas in southern Galicia Spain near the town of
Arbo, it is separated from Portugal by the Miño River. This wonderful destination offers a wide
variety of landscapes and abundant nature, with amazing rivers, mountains, and valleys where you



can enjoy stunning views. The charming small town stands out for the numerous walking trails such
as: O Sendeiro dos frades where you can see roman bridges, mills, churches and casas señoriales
(stately homes) or the Sendeiro dos Pescadores (Fishermen’s trail), a route through which
fishermen used to travel their way to the fishing sites.

If you are thinking about traveling to As Neves, exploring the town's center and San Nomedio
mounts its a must-visit! you will enjoy stunning views of the river Miño and the valley of Tea. Other
worth visiting sites in As Neves are, the area of Santa Mariña or O Camiño dos Pescadores
(Fishermen's path). Here you will also find other cultural attractions like Saint Marta romería (a
religious festivity) or the sculptures in Redondela where you will have the opportunity to admire
the perfect combination of art and nature.

A unique historical-artistic legacy resides in this town, you can find 13 parroquias, petroglyphs,
castros (fortified settlements), roman bridges, pesqueiras (walls that were built into the river to
catch the lampreys) and many religious monuments and edifications that captivate every tourist
that visits them. 

Besides the gorgeous natural charm, gastronomy takes an important part in As Neves. Great local
gastronomy with fresh locally grown products such as the popular lamprey (a fish existing from the
Roman period), game meats and, we won't forget, the Requeixo (a type of fresh cheese) and the
Mel (honey). All these delicacies are always paired with the best white wines of the region (Albariño
and Condado) and the red wines from Rubiós.

From As Neves you can explore the O Condado region where you can find numerous places to
wander around and get lost in nature. Some examples could be the historical walls of Salvaterra do
Miño, its wine museum, or the Pesqueiras trail in Arbo.

 
Lodging
 

ROOMS:  The hotel offers 9 standard rooms, 2 superior ones, and 1 suite. All the rooms are
named by the varieties from Rias Baixas D.O. and they are different from each other, they all
have a unique and original story that you will discover.
RESTAURANT: Horta e Viño Restaurant offers a seasonal menu with locally-grown fresh
products of Galician gastronomy.
HORTA (ECO-GARDEN): Thanks to the natural environment that surrounds the hotel,  they
are able to grow all kinds of seasonal healthy products, from tomatoes to beets, green
peppers, red peppers, canons, lettuce, chard, raspberries, blueberries... These are the main
ingredients used in the restaurant's dishes. High-quality Galician products cultivated in a
carefully maintained garden with great care so the products will have the best condition.
Besides, guests can take part in the process by helping and picking up vegetables and fruits
from the eco-garden that the chef will afterward prepare for their dishes.
POOL: Here you will be able to relax in a saltwater pool.
BIKE RENTAL: You can rent a bike to get lost in the nature riding thru the woods, by just
asking at the reception.
WIFI: You can be connected 24 hours a day using the wifi of the whole resort.
SPA: In construction, soon to be open!

 
Location



 


